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Comments from TV4 AB on the overview of the Television Without Frontiers Directive

TV4 and the Swedish television industry.

TV4 AB is a Swedish private commercial television company. The major channel of TV4 AB
is “TV4”, the only analogue terrestrial commercial television channel in Sweden. TV4 has a
must carry status and reaches 98% of the Swedish population. It is the largest and most
popular commercial channel and has a market share of around 25% of all viewers. TV4 AB
also runs two other channels; “TV4 plus” and “TV4 Med i tv”. “TV4 plus” (a life style
channel with focus on sport, games and leisure) was launched in March this year and has a
technical penetration of around 55% of all Swedish households. “TV4 Med i TV” (a channel
aimed at young people with interactive elements) has a penetration of about 25% of the
Swedish households.

All channels of TV4 are financed by advertisement and sponsorship only. The terrestrial
channel TV4 is, in spite of this, subject to a number of public service oriented obligations
such as obligations to broadcast daily news (including daily local news) and current affairs,
children’s programming and Swedish drama (along side with an obligation to invest in
Swedish film production).

TV4’s largest commercial competitors are the channels TV3 and Kanal 5. TV3 is a channel
owned and run by the Modern Times Group (MTG) and Kanal 5 is owned and run by
Scandinavian Broadcasting Systems (SBS). These channels are based in UK and therefore the
Swedish Radio and Television Act does not apply to their broadcasts.

Another large competitor of TV4 is the state owned public service company SVT AB. SVT
AB runs several channels, where SVT1 and SVT2 are the largest ones. SVT compete with
TV4 about the audience. Moreover, a more hidden competition from SVTs side is the
sponsorship funding of programmes and teletext that SVT procures and intensifies for the
time being. Such commercial financing is becoming a part of SVTs (non-regulated and
hidden) funding.



The Swedish Radio and Television Act and the Swedish Broadcasting Commission

Swedish broadcasts are regulated by the Radio and Television Act. The Act corresponds to
the regulations in the Television Without Frontiers Directive, however a number of the rules
on advertisement are stricter in the Swedish Act than in the Directive.

The supervision of the Radio and Television Act is procured by the Swedish Broadcasting
Commission.

The Swedish Act and digital television

The Swedish Radio and Television Act does not explicitly regulate interactive television or
new forms of advertising. However the Swedish Broadcasting Commission is of the opinion
that the Act is applicable on interactive television, i e the Broadcasting Commission has a
wide interpretation of the definition of broadcasts in the Swedish Act. The result is that
interactive broadcasts that are commercially funded are prohibited since most advertisement
in the interactive environment is not limited to certain minutes during the hour or the day.
These quantitative restrictions are not suitable on digital broadcasts. Let us give an example:

A television company launches an interactive service to a travel programme. The service is a
digital interactive service for the viewers who may want to have more travel information. The
service includes:
- more information about all destinations of the programme,
- information on travel agencies
- booking service linked to travel agencies
- advertisements of travel agencies

The three latter contents of the service are of a commercial nature and the television company
would clearly identify these for the viewers to separate them from the programming content.
However the Swedish Radio and Television Act prohibits the commercial information since it
breaches the rules on maximum minutes of advertisements allowed during the hour and
during the day.

Launching digital television services is expensive and it has to be financed. This is especially
notable on a small and very competitive market as the Swedish television market. As
mentioned above the largest competitors of TV4 are either subject to other regulations (less
strict on commercials) or publicly financed. The Swedish public service company SVT
finances it’s expansion into new media and development of digital television with licence fees
(with the current situation where SVT in practice also finances it’s broadcasts with
sponsorship money SVT is in the exclusive position of being able to choose it’s means of
financing, i e where the Swedish rules prohibit commercial funding of digital television SVT
can choose to use it’s licence fees for such business and increase it’s commercial funding of
other services such as teletext). TV4 today pays around 50 million Euro to the Government
for the terrestrial license. TV4 is therefore not only subject to the competition of other
companies in the business of television, digital television and new services but also have to
pay expensive for this.



TV4 calls for a legalisation of commercially funded digital television to make the
development of digital television competition neutral.

The Swedish Broadcasting Commission is of the opinion that the TVWF Directive does not
allow any changes of the Swedish Radio and Television Act. The Swedish Government has
expressed the same opinions. This means we are in a situation where nothing can be done
about the fact that interactive television is prohibited in Sweden, unless the Directive gives a
clearance for national regulation on this. So far we have seen no signs of legislative measures
to be taken on a national level in Sweden.

At this stage TV4 wishes to stress the importance of guidelines from the Commission, on how
to interpret the Directive in terms of new advertising techniques and interactive television. An
interpretative communication from the Commission would be of great help to us. In our
opinion, such a communication should not only open up for the possibility to regulate digital
television, new forms advertisements and alike. The communication should also strongly
recommend the member states to facilitate for the development of digital television, the
services connected thereto and the financing such television.
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